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Build a  ‘blue-brick’ sentence to tell the 

reader what they will discover in the 

book.



“The BFG is a warm, 

friendly book, filled 

with kindness and 

friendship."

Book Title adjective

adjective

noun

noun
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“Sorrowline is a fast, 

action-packed book, 

filled with time travel 

and adventure."

Book Title adjective

adjective

noun (phrase)

noun
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“Demon Dentist is an 

hilarious, 

giggle- packed book, 

filled with thrills and 

spills."

Book Title

adjective

adjective

noun

noun
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is a ,

book, 

filled with and                    

Book Title adjective

adjective

noun

noun
.
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Build a  ‘purple-brick’ sentence to tell the 

reader how the book will make them 

feel.
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“Written by Julian Clary 

and illustrated by the 

incomparable David 

Roberts, this is a book 

that will have children in 

stitches."

Author

adjective Illustrator

Illustrator
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“Written by the amazing 

Frank Cottrell-Boyce, 

this is a book that will 

keep any 10 year old’s 

interest."

Author

adjective
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“Written by the talented 

Jeremy Strong, this is a 

book that will get your 

tummy wobbling, like 

jelly, as you laugh your 

socks off!"

Author

adjective
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Written by                      , 

this is a book that will                                    

.

Author
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Build ‘summary’ sentences to tell the 

reader who is in the book and the main 

plot line.

Tip - don’t reveal the ending!
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Build a  ‘gist’ sentence to tell the reader 

what themes this book has.
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Build a  ‘red-brick’ sentence to tell the 

reader who this book is suitable for.
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“With its stylish design 

and friendly, appealing 

characters, this is just 

right for adults and 

children to share.”

adjective noun

adjective

noun

adjective
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“With its magical 

characters and 

enchanted plot, this is 

just right for any 

budding conjurors.”

adjective

nounadjective

noun
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“With its clever wit 

and unexpected twists, 

this is just right for 

families to share at 

bedtime.”

adjective

nounadjective

noun
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With its stylish design 

and friendly, appealing 

characters, this is just 

right for adults and 

children to share.

adjective adjective

adjective noun

noun
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Build a  ‘green-brick’ sentence to tell the 

reader what kind of book it is.
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“The author brilliantly 

interweaves our 

possible future into an 

utterly compelling 

story."

Verb - synonym for create

adverb

noun phrase

adjective

synonym for story

adverb
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“The author carefully 

knits together horror 

and humour into a 

totally unique tale."

Verb - synonym for create

adverb

noun

adjective synonym for storyadverb

noun
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“The author skillfully

conjures up whodunits 

and mysteries into a 

jaw-dropping drama."

Verb - synonym for create

adverb

noun

adjective synonym for story

noun
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The author brilliantly 

interweaves our 

possible future into an 

utterly compelling 

story. 

adverb

Verb - synonym for create

adjectiveadverb

synonym for story

noun phrase
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Build a ‘star rating’ sentence to tell the 

reader the score you’d give the book and 

why.
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